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1. A set {eX* is said to be closed L(-, v) if for any f(x) e L(-r, r)

(1.0) f_: f(x)e,, dx O

implies that f(x) is equivalent to zero.
Here we will concern ourselves with the closure properties of the set

{e} (- < < ),
where

(1.1) lim
n

ha is, he X, are posigive for suNeienfly large > 0 and have density 1,
and a corresponding resul holds for < 0.
The quesgion of ghe closure of such segs was firsg invesgigaged by Wiener and

Paley, who considered closure in L(-, ) of even sets (X_ X). They
made a special sgudy of ghe seg {1, ex}, > O, where

(1.2) X n B, n > 0,
and showed that if B < , the set is closed L(-, ). Here it will be shown
that for closure L:(-, r) it suffices that B .

First we shall obtain a general closure criterion. We shall use this criterion
to get results under conditions of the type (1.2) and we shll show that these
results are the best possible.
Our basic criterion is given by
THEOaEM I. Let {Xn} satisfy (1.1). Let A(u) be the number of X u. If

f A(Udu > 2v
p-- llogv_ C(1.3)

J1 u p

for some constant C, the set {eX,}, < n < , is closed L( , ), p 1.
A corollary of Theorem I is
TuEoan II. If

(1.4) IX-- n[ < NwP- 1 (- <n < ),
2p
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to this one by making a change of scale. In case densities do not exist, see Levinson, Proc.
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